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Adaptation alters perceived direction of motion

Detection of a moving target depends not only upon the physical character of the target but also upon the observer's recent perceptual history. Experimental. 
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Detection of a moving target depends not only upon the physical character of the target but also upon the observer’s recent perceptual history. Experimental ~nipulation of this perceptual history has allowed us to identify the mechanisms governing a moving target’s visibility. A more important perceptual issue. however, has thus far been ignored: How does the target look when it is visible? In this paper we take a first step toward defining the neural code for one aspect of a moving object’s appearance, its perceived direction of motion. Recent psychophysical experiments have shown that detection of a moving stimulus (at the contrast threshold) is mediated by channels selective for direction of movement (Levinson and Sekuler, 1975; Sekuler and Levinson, 1974: Sekuler, Pantle and Levinson, 1976). Part of the evidence for these channels is derived from measurements of direction-specific adaptation (Sekuler and Ganz, 1963; Sekuler, 1975). Prolonged exposure, for example, to a field of random dots drifting in one direction selectively elevates the contrast detection threshold for subs~uently presented moving test dots: threshold elevation is maximal for test dots drifting in the same direction as the adaptation dots, and the amount of elevation falls gradually to zero as the test and adapting directions are made increasingly dissimilar (Levinson and Sekuler, 1974). This selective desensitization which adaptation produces in direction-specific channels should also change the distribution of activity evoked among the channels by a suprathreshold test stimulus, drifting in a direction other than the adaptation direction. In particular, the centra1 tendency of the response distribution should be shifted away from the channel most sensitive to the adapting direction. If the code for perceived direction depends upon the directionspecific channels, then this adaptation-induced change in their pattern of responsiveness should alter the apparent direction of movement of the suprathreshold ’ Supported by grant EY-00321 from the National Institutes of Health. ’ The argument is simiIar to that applied in studies of spatial vision. where adaptation-produced shifts in apparent fineness of gratings can be predicted channels selective for spatial frequency Sutton. 1969; Blakemore. Nachmias and 3 Baseline measurements were obtained adaptation period with 3 min exposure to ground luminance.
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test stimulus.’ Here we report such a shift in perceived direction. Stimuli used in these experiments were sheets of random dots generated on a cathode ray display under control of a small computer (Fig. I). The face of the display tube was illuminated at 0.5R-L, and the incremental luminance of the dots could be varied up to 5.5 ft-L. The distribution of spectral energy for a dot pattern was approximately the same in all meridians (i.e. the patterns were effectively isotropic). The twodimensional uniformity of the dot patterns was assessed both statistically and by visual inspection of their optical Fourier transforms. The use of isotropic patterns permitted measurement of changes in perceived direction of movement without variation in apparent orien~tion or tilt, which can occur when patterns are rectihnear gratings. Patterns were viewed monocularly through a circular aperture (dia 8” visual angle); for most measurements about 400 dots were simultaneously visible. All dots in a sheet drifted uniformly. along parallel paths (velocity 4” visuai angle:’ see), giving the appearance of an infinite, textured surface moving continuously behind the aperture. Direction of movement was variable over a full 360’. and could be set with an accuracy of better than I”. Individual dots were positioned using ~gh-re~lution (12 bit) digital-to-analog converters. The direction of motion of a dot could therefore be changed without altering either luminance or velocity. Each experimental session began with 3 min continuous exposure to a pattern of adaptation dots (luminance 5.5 ft-L).3 After this initial period, the adapting dots were replaced every 3 set by a l-see presentation of test dots (0.7 ft-L) followed by a I-set pres~tation of a luminous line (5.5 ft-L) of adjustable orientation. The observer set the line parallel to the axis along which the test dots appeared to drift. The authors served as principal observers. Careful fixation was maintained throughout. Control measurements indicated that the apparent o~en~tion of the adjustabfe line was unaffected by adaptation to moving dot patterns. IMoreover, intersession time (several min) was always longer than the decay time of the aftereffect. The perceived direction shift is schematically illustrated in Fig. 1. Prior to adaptation, dots moving toward 0; appear to be drifting directly to the right. The observer next views for several minutes a bright sheet of adaptation dots moving toward 30” (anticlockwise from ~ghtward). Now the sheet of test dots,
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still truly drifting toL\ard 0’. app 
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